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dleierchen  Full text of the D'Léierchen poem in Luxembourgish

Description
A dataset containing the full text of Michel Rodange’s poem, D'Léierchen, Dem Léiweckerche sää Lidd in Luxembourgish.

Usage
dleierchen

Format
A data frame with 6471 rows and 3 variables:

  line  Original text
  nb_line  Line number

Source
https://data.public.lu/fr/datasets/the-works-in-luxembourgish-of-michel-rodange/

renert  Full text of the Renert in Luxembourgish

Description
A dataset containing the full text of Michel Rodange’s epic, Renert oder de Fuoß am Frack an a Ma’nsgréßt in Luxembourgish.

Usage
renert
**sigfrid**

**Format**

A data frame with 6471 rows and 3 variables:

- `line` Original text
- `gesank` *Song*: the text is subdivided in songs, called *gesank* in Luxembourgish
- `nb_line` Line number

**Source**

https://data.public.lu/fr/datasets/the-works-in-luxembourgish-of-michel-rodange/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sigfrid</th>
<th>Full text of the Sigfrid play in Luxembourgish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description**

A dataset containing the full text of Michel Rodange’s play, *Dem Grow Sigfrid seng Goldkuommer* in Luxembourgish.

**Usage**

`sigfrid`

**Format**

A data frame with 6471 rows and 3 variables:

- `line` Original text
- `act` Section of the play
- `nb_line` Line number

**Source**

https://data.public.lu/fr/datasets/the-works-in-luxembourgish-of-michel-rodange/
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